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A B S T R A C T

People use many cues to infer the likelihood of acceptance or rejection in intergroup interactions. Nearly all prior research has focused on personal cues directly given off by the potential interaction partner (e.g., eye contact and smiling). However, we argue that in the context of intergroup interactions, individuals may be especially sensitive to broader social cues, such as an interaction partner’s social network. Across three experiments we explored differences in White participants’ evaluations of a smiling Black man presented with a Black or White friend. When this Black man was featured with a Black friend, White participants reported greater rejection concerns and a greater inclination to reject this Black man compared to when he was featured with a White friend (Experiments 1–3) or featured alone (Experiment 2). Furthermore, when participants received a simple intervention designed to buffer against social rejection, the race of the Black man’s friend no longer influenced participants’ interests in befriend the Black man (Experiment 3). This research demonstrates the power of friendships in interracial interactions and provides evidence for a simple intervention to reduce the weight of rejection concerns in interracial interactions.
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“When the character of a man is not clear to you, look at his friends.” Japanese proverb.

Whether it is the first day of work, a party at a colleague’s house, or deciding where to sit in a cafeteria, we face the challenge of identifying who will socially reject or accept us. This is important, as social rejection is painful (DeWall et al., 2010; Eisenberger, Lieberman, & Williams, 2003; Williams, 2007), whether it comes from a meaningful interaction partner such as a loved one or friend, or a stranger in a computer ball-tossing game (e.g., Baumeister & Leary, 1995; Downey & Feldman, 1996; Zadro, Williams, & Richardson, 2004).

Considering the aversive nature of social rejection, individuals move quickly to detect the possibility of rejection (Downey, Mougios, Ayduk, London, & Shoda, 2004; Gardner, Pickett, & Brewer, 2000; Kerr & Levine, 2008; Spoor & Williams, 2007). One type of interaction in which fear of rejection is particularly salient is intergroup interaction (Shelton & Richeson, 2005; Shelton, Richeson, & Bergsieber, 2009). Intergroup (compared to intragroup) interactions tend to be stressful, difficult, awkward, and frequently rife with miscommunication (Shapiro & Neuberg, 2008; Trawalter, Richeson, & Shelton, 2009; Trawalter, & Richeson, 2008; Richeson & Trawalter, 2005; Vorauer, & Sakamoto, 2006), often due to concerns about rejection. For example, research finds that both Whites and Blacks desire greater levels of contact between groups (Shelton & Richeson, 2005). However, both parties tend to enter into intergroup interactions with negative expectations (Mallett, Wilson, & Gilbert, 2008) and believe members of the other group have little to no interest in intergroup contact (Shelton & Richeson, 2005). Not surprisingly, both White and minority individuals concerned about rejection avoid interracial contact and form fewer cross-race friendships (Mallett & Wilson, 2010; Plant, 2004; Plant, Butz, & Tartakovsky, 2008; Shelton & Richeson, 2005).

People use many cues in interactions to infer the likelihood of acceptance or rejection. Nearly all previous research focuses on personal cues given off directly by the potential interaction partner toward the social perceiver, such as emotional expression, speech patterns, eye contact, and the like (e.g., Burklund, Eisenberger, & Lieberman, 2007; Pearson, West, Dovidio, Powers, Buck, & Henning, 2008; Pickett & Gardner, 2005; King, Shapiro, Hebl, Singletary, & Sakamoto, 2006), often due to concerns about rejection. For example, research finds that both Whites and Blacks desire greater levels of contact between groups (Shelton & Richeson, 2005). However, both parties tend to enter into intergroup interactions with negative expectations (Mallett, Wilson, & Gilbert, 2008) and believe members of the other group have little to no interest in intergroup contact (Shelton & Richeson, 2005). Not surprisingly, both White and minority individuals concerned about rejection avoid interracial contact and form fewer cross-race friendships (Mallett & Wilson, 2010; Plant, 2004; Plant, Butz, & Tartakovsky, 2008; Shelton & Richeson, 2005).

People use many cues in interactions to infer the likelihood of acceptance or rejection. Nearly all previous research focuses on personal cues given off directly by the potential interaction partner toward the social perceiver, such as emotional expression, speech patterns, eye contact, and the like (e.g., Burklund, Eisenberger, & Lieberman, 2007; Pearson, West, Dovidio, Powers, Buck, & Henning, 2008; Pickett & Gardner, 2005; King, Shapiro, Hebl, Singletary, & Turner, 2006). However, we argue that in the context of intergroup interactions, individuals may be especially sensitive to broader social cues, such as an interaction partner’s social network. That is, when arriving at a party or entering a workplace, individuals may scan the different groupings of people and attempt to deduce the probability of being socially rejected or accepted by looking at a person’s friendship networks. An individual may infer those associating with similar others are uninterested in friendship with different others. The present research seeks to test this hypothesis.

☆ There were no effects of participant gender (all ps > .2) and therefore gender is not discussed further.
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This hypothesis, if true, could have important implications for organizations, college campuses, and other public places that implement strategies such as same-gender work groups or same-race dorms in order to protect against some of the negative implications of solo status or under-representation (e.g., Inzlicht & Ben-Zeev, 2000; Lord & Saenz, 1985; Sekaquaptewa & Thompson, 2002; Trail, Shelton, & West, 2009; Walton & Cohen, 2007). That is, same-gender groups or same-race dorms may have the unanticipated consequence of alienating these groups from the dominant culture—majority group members may mistakenly assume these individuals are uninterested in working or socializing with them. The present research thus seeks to test a simple intervention strategy that can be implemented in these contexts that is anticipated to reduce the negative influence of rejection concerns on interest in intergroup interaction.

In the present research we explored differences in White participants’ evaluations of a smiling Black male target as a function of whether this Black man was featured with a Black or White friend. We focused specifically on smiling Black men, as previous research demonstrates that neutrally expressive Black men are often seen by Whites as physically threatening (Maner et al., 2005; Richeson & Trawalter, 2008; Shapiro et al., 2009) and a smile serves to diffuse this threat (Richeson & Trawalter, 2008). In the present research we anticipated that a Black man featured with a Black friend would elicit rejection concerns—even when he is smiling—within White participants. We also anticipated these rejection concerns would propel Whites to express less interest in befriending the Black male target.

To test these hypotheses we assessed participants’ rejection concerns (i.e., participants’ perceptions of the Black man’s interest in becoming friends with them) and their inclination to socially reject the Black man as a function of the race of his friend (White/Black). In Experiment 1, we expected rejection concerns would mediate the relationship between the race of the Black man’s friend and participants’ inclination to reject the Black man. These hypotheses are rooted in the prediction that it is the Black man’s association with a Black friend that cues rejection concerns within White participants. Thus, in Experiment 2, we hypothesized that when the Black man was presented alongside a Black friend (the social rejection cue), participants would report greater rejection concerns and a greater inclination to reject the Black man compared to when he was featured alone or with a White friend. Finally, Experiment 3 provided a further test of rejection concerns as the mechanism driving participants’ rejection inclinations. Here, we anticipated that when White participants were randomly assigned to receive an intervention increasing feelings of social acceptance, thereby inoculating them against the threat of rejection, they would not differentially evaluate the Black man as a function of the race of his friend.

1. Experiment 1

In Experiment 1, White students viewed a photo of a smiling Black man featured with an ostensible Black or White smiling male friend. We anticipated participants would report greater rejection concerns and a greater inclination to reject the Black male target when he was featured alongside the Black, compared to the White, friend. Furthermore, we expected rejection concerns would mediate the relationship between the race of the Black man’s friend (Black/White) and participants’ inclination to reject the Black male target.

1.1. Method

1.1.1. Participants

90 White students (41 female, 1 unknown) participated online in exchange for class credit.

1.1.2. Procedure and design

Participants learned the researchers were (purportedly) interested in how well people guess the friendliness of others. Participants viewed two photographs side-by-side ostensibly taken of two friends. Participants responded to questions about the person featured on the left: a smiling Black man. The photograph on the right was randomly assigned and depicted either a smiling White or Black man (see Fig. 1).

1.1.3. Materials

Color photographs of two Black men and one White man were taken from the Productive Aging Lab database (Minear & Park, 2004).
1.4. Measures
Participants responded to three items measuring rejection concerns (e.g., “To what extent do you think this person would want to become friends with you?”), “How likely is it that this person would find you interesting?”, “To what extent do you think that this person would enjoy talking to you?”, reverse coded, α = .82) and three items regarding participants’ inclination to reject the target (e.g., “To what extent do you think you would want to become friends with this person?”). All evaluations used a Likert-type scale anchored at 1 (Not at all) and 7 (A great deal).

2. Results
Participants reported greater rejection concerns when the Black male target was featured with a Black friend (M = 3.33, SD = .91) compared to a White friend (M = 2.91, SD = .96), t(88) = 2.16, p = .03. Similarly, participants reported a greater inclination to reject the Black man when he was featured with a Black friend (M = 4.07, SD = 1.14) compared to a White friend (M = 3.37, SD = 1.08), t(88) = 2.99, p = .004.

2.1. Mediation analysis
If White participants’ inclination to reject the Black man featured with a Black friend was due to rejection concerns, then participants’ rejection concerns should mediate the relationship between the race of the friend and participants’ inclination to reject the Black man. We followed the mediation procedure outlined by Baron and Kenny (1986). As reported above, the race of the Black man’s friend (independent variable, dummy coded as 0 = Black friend, 1 = White friend) significantly predicted rejection concerns (the anticipated mediator) and participants’ inclination to reject the Black male target (the focal dependent variable). When the race of the Black man’s friend (independent variable) was included in a regression model, participants’ rejection concerns (mediator) predicted their inclination to reject the Black male target (dependent variable). When the race of the Black man’s friend (independent variable) was reverse coded, B = −.72, p < .001. Finally, as anticipated, the relationship between the race of the Black man’s friend (independent variable) and participants’ inclination to reject the Black man (dependent variable) was mediated by participants’ rejection concerns (Sobel statistic z = 2.07, p = .04).

1.3. Discussion
Experiment 1 revealed White participants were more inclined to reject a smiling Black man if he was featured with a Black, compared to a White, friend. Furthermore, we anticipated, and found, rejection concerns mediated this relationship. These findings provide initial evidence that White participants’ lack of interest in befriending a Black man featured with a Black friend (compared to a White friend) was driven by the anticipation of rejection—information inferred from the Black man’s friendship network.

2. Experiment 2
In Experiment 1, White participants reported a greater inclination to reject a Black man featured with a Black (compared to a White) friend, a relationship driven by participants’ rejection concerns. What is unclear, however, is whether rejection concerns were increased by the presence of a Black friend (as we have argued) or diminished by the presence of a White friend. Thus, in the present experiment we sought to explore these competing hypotheses by introducing a control condition in which the smiling Black male target was featured alone.

2.1. Method
2.1.1. Participants
379 (237 female, 2 unknown) White individuals (age: M = 34.34, SD = 12.39) participated in exchange for payment on MTurk, an online forum through which people can choose to participate in studies for payment (see Buhrmester, Kwang, & Gosling, in press).

2.1.2. Procedure and design
Participants were randomly assigned to one of three possible conditions. Two conditions mirrored those in Experiment 1—participants saw a smiling Black man featured with a smiling White or Black male friend. In the third condition, new to this study, participants only saw the smiling Black man. Thus, all participants evaluated the same Black male target. Participants completed the same questions used in Experiment 1 measuring rejection concerns (α = .91) and inclinations to reject the target (α = .91). In addition, participants reported their best guess regarding what percentage of the Black male target’s friends were White.

2.2. Results
2.2.1. Rejection concerns
Replicating Experiment 1, participants reported greater rejection concerns when the Black male target was featured with a Black (M = 3.99, SD = 1.27), compared to a White (M = 3.53, SD = 1.11), friend, t(243) = 2.95, p = .003. The control condition, new to this study, revealed the Black male target’s association with another Black man drove White participants’ rejection concerns. That is, participants reported similar levels of rejection concerns when observing the Black man featured with a White friend or featured alone (M = 3.67, SD = 1.27), t < 1. However, when the smiling Black man was featured with a Black friend, participants reported greater rejection concerns compared to when he was featured alone, t(253) = 2.00, p = .05.

2.2.2. Participants’ inclination to reject the target
Replicating Experiment 1, participants reported a greater inclination to reject the smiling Black man when he was featured with a Black friend (M = 3.52, SD = 1.15) compared to a White friend (M = 3.15, SD = 1.01), t(243) = 2.68, p = .01. The control condition revealed the association with another Black man drove White participants’ friendship interests. That is, participants had a similar (low) inclination to reject the Black male target when he was featured with a White friend compared to when he was alone (M = 3.23, SD = 1.10), t < 1. However, participants reported a greater inclination to reject the smiling Black man when he was featured with a Black friend compared to when he was featured alone, t(253) = 2.34, p = .04.

Also consistent with Study 1, the relationship between the race of the Black male target’s friend (Black/White) and White participants’ inclination to reject the Black male target was mediated by rejection concerns. As reported above, the race of the Black man’s friend (independent variable) significantly predicted rejection concerns (the anticipated mediator) and participants’ inclination to reject the Black male target (the focal dependent variable). When the race of the Black man’s friend was included in the regression model, participants’ rejection concerns predicted inclinations to reject the Black man, B = −.58, p < .001. Finally, the relationship between the race of the Black man’s friend and the participants’ inclination to reject the Black male target was mediated by participants’ rejection concerns, Sobel statistic z = −2.91, p = .01.

2.2.3. Perceptions of the Black male target’s friendship network
An Analysis of Variance (ANOVA) with participants’ percentage estimates of the Black man’s White friends as the dependent variable and the race of the ostensible friend (Black, White, no friend) as the
independent variable yielded a significant effect of the friend’s race, $F(2, 353) = 4.23, p = .02, \eta^2_g = .02$. Specifically, participants estimated the Black man had fewer White friends when he was featured with a Black ($M = 25\%, SD = 18\%$), compared to a White ($M = 32\%, SD = 21\%$), friend, $t(228) = 2.77, p = .006$. Furthermore, when he was featured alone, participants’ estimates of his White friends ($M = 31\%, SD = 20\%$) did not differ from estimates when he was with a White friend ($t = 1$) but ($b$) were higher than the estimates when he was with a Black friend [$t(230) = 2.40, p = .02$].

### 2.3. Discussion

Experiment 2 replicated and extended the findings of the first experiment. As in Experiment 1, when a Black male target was featured with a Black (compared to a White) friend, White participants reported greater rejection concerns and, in turn, a greater inclination to reject this Black man. In addition, the present findings clarify how intragroup and intergroup friendship networks may communicate very different information. Specifically, it was unclear from Experiment 1 whether the Black man’s White friend reduced rejection concerns or if his Black friend increased rejection concerns. The present findings suggest that it was the latter: Compared to when he was featured alone or with a White friend, a Black man’s association with a Black friend led White participants to report greater rejection concerns, estimate the Black man had fewer White friends, and express less interest in befriending the Black man.

These findings highlight the significance White participants placed on the Black man’s association with another Black individual, making an inference about the Black man’s larger friendship network and the likelihood of being socially accepted by him based on his friendship with another Black man. What may seem surprising, at first blush, is the similarity in participants’ reactions to the solitary Black man and the Black man featured with a White friend. However, it is important to note that in both instances there are signals of safety and social acceptance—when the Black man is alone he is smiling and when he is with a White friend there is information that he is willing to befriend a White person. This study also provides evidence supporting our assertion that the association with similar others may be construed as a lack of interest in an association with different others, thereby leading the all-Black dyad to communicate a very different message than the Black–White dyad and the solitary Black man.

These findings are particularly distressing as they have a number of negative implications for individuals who are under-represented in certain contexts, such as racial minority students on many college campuses, women in engineering firms, and men in nursing. Previous research emphasizes that friendships with similar others can be extremely helpful for reducing the negatively implications of solo status (e.g., Inzlicht & Ben-Zeev, 2000; Sekaquaptewa & Thompson, 2002; Trail, Shelton, & West, 2009). However, the present research suggests these intragroup friendships may hinder intergroup friendship development—friendships that can also be helpful as they provide more access to people with useful information, people who may serve as employers or decision makers, and the like. Thus, these findings highlight that interventions targeting solo status may be most beneficial when they also consider the factors that can increase the likelihood of social isolation. Hence, Experiment 3 not only continues to test the proposed mechanism in the present research—rejection concerns—but also explores a simple, theoretically rooted intervention strategy targeting rejection concerns as a way in which to increase White participants’ interest in intergroup friendship formation.

### 3. Experiment 3

In Experiment 3, we sought to further investigate whether White participants’ inclination to reject a Black man associating with a Black friend was due to rejection concerns by manipulating these concerns. Thus, we attempted to inoculate participants against the threat of rejection by having participants consider a time when they felt socially included.

#### 3.1. Method

##### 3.1.1. Participants

296 White students (169 female, 4 unknown) participated online in exchange for class credit.

##### 3.1.2. Procedure and design

Participants were led to believe they would take part in two unrelated experiments. The first experiment was described as assessing memory for everyday events. Participants were randomly assigned to write about something they did last Tuesday (control) or a time when they felt socially included (Zhong & Leonardelli, 2008). Next, participants were directed to the allegedly unrelated second experiment. As in Experiment 1, participants were asked to evaluate a smiling Black male target featured either with a White or Black friend. Three new photographs were taken from the Productive Aging Lab database and used as stimuli. The measures were identical to the previous experiments, assessing rejection concerns ($< .78$) and participants’ inclination to reject the Black man ($< .80$). Thus, the overall experimental design was a 2 (Friend Race: White/Black) × 2 (Inclusion Prime: Social Inclusion/Control), between-participants design.

##### 3.1.3. Inclusion prime manipulation pilot study

To verify the inclusion prime does indeed buffer against social rejection concerns (as opposed to merely creating positive mood), 51 students (42 female) were randomly assigned to the social inclusion prime or control task. Participants then completed the 20-item Positive and Negative Affect Scale (PANAS: Watson, Clark, & Tellegen, 1988) anchored at 1 (very slightly or not at all) and 5 (extremely). Next, participants completed a modified version of the Rejection Sensitivity Questionnaire (Downey & Feldman, 1996), which asked participants to imagine themselves in two social interaction scenarios typical of undergraduate student experiences (arriving to the dorms and seeing your neighbor for the first time; starting a new on-campus job and meeting your co-worker for the first time). Participants used a 6-point Likert-type scale anchored at 1 (very unconcerned) and 6 (very concerned) to respond to two questions per scenario regarding their sensitivity to rejection (“How concerned or anxious are you over whether or not this person will accept you?” and “I would expect this person will reject me”). Rejection sensitivity was calculated using Downey and Feldman’s formula, which consists of multiplying the response to the first question with the reverse score of the second question and then generating a mean across the scenarios.

As expected, there were no significant differences in mood across conditions: positive affect did not differ between the social inclusion ($M = 2.68, SD = .82$) and control ($M = 2.81, SD = .85$) conditions ($t = 1.68, SD = .47$; control: $M = 1.81, SD = .59$; $t < 1$). Also consistent with predictions, participants reported fewer rejection concerns when they were in the social inclusion ($M = 11.98, SD = 4.69$) compared to the control ($M = 15.75, SD = 5.54$) condition, $t(48) = 2.59, p = .01$. Thus, the results from the pilot study suggest that the social inclusion prime does not change mood but does buffer against rejection concerns.

#### 3.2. Results

##### 3.2.1. Rejection concerns

We conducted a Friend Race × Inclusion Prime ANOVA with rejection concerns as the dependent variable. This yielded no main effects ($F < 1$) and, as predicted, a significant interaction between
Friend Race and the Inclusion Prime, $F(1,292) = 3.70, p = .05, \eta^2 = .01$. Replicating Experiments 1 and 2, in the control condition, participants reported greater rejection concerns when the Black male target was featured with a Black ($M = 3.38, SD = 1.08$), compared to a White ($M = 3.07, SD = .92$), friend $F(1,292) = 3.27, p = .07, \eta^2 = .01$. However, when participants were asked to write about a time when they felt socially included, they did not report any differences in rejection concerns as a function of whether the Black man was featured with a Black ($M = 3.10, SD = .96$) or White ($M = 3.25, SD = 1.05$) friend, $F<1$. Consistent with expectations, this pattern of data was driven by the influence of the Inclusion Prime on evaluations of the Black male target featured with a Black friend. That is, when participants received the social inclusion manipulation (compared to control), they were less concerned about being rejected by the Black man featured with a Black friend $F(1,292) = 2.67, p = .10, \eta^2 = .01$, although this difference was only marginally significant. However, when the Black male target was featured with a White friend, rejection concerns did not differ as a function of the Inclusion Prime ($p > .3$).

### 3.2.2. Participants’ inclination to reject the target

We conducted the same analyses on participants’ inclination to reject the Black male target. There was a main effect of Friend Race, $F(1,292) = 3.64, p = .06, \eta^2 = .01$, qualified by the predicted interaction between Friend Race and the Inclusion Prime, $F(1,292) = 5.90, p = .02, \eta^2 = .02$. Replicating Experiments 1 and 2, in the control condition, participants reported a greater inclination to reject the Black male target when he was featured with a Black ($M = 4.13, SD = 1.19$), compared to a White ($M = 3.53, SD = 1.23$), friend, $F(1,292) = 8.96, p = .003, \eta^2 = .03$. However, participants asked to write about a time when they felt socially included did not report any difference in their inclination to reject the Black man as a function of whether he was featured with a Black ($M = 3.74, SD = 1.17$) or White ($M = 3.81, SD = 1.14$) friend, $F<1$. Again, this pattern of data was driven by the influence of the Inclusion Prime on evaluations of the Black target featured with a Black friend: Participants were less inclined to reject the Black male target featured with a Black friend when they received the social inclusion prime (compared to the control condition) $F(1,292) = 4.05, p = .05, \eta^2 = .01$. However, participants’ inclination to reject the Black male target when he was featured with a White friend did not differ as a function of Inclusion Prime ($p > .2$). See [Fig. 2].

### 3.3. Discussion

Experiment 3 replicated the pattern of data found in Experiments 1 and 2: White participants reported greater rejection concerns and a greater inclination to reject a Black man when this Black man was featured with a Black, compared to a White, friend. Furthermore, these effects were diminished with a manipulation of rejection concerns. That is, participants who considered a time when they were socially accepted—by anyone, ingroup or outgroup members—were buffered against rejection and subsequently did not report differences in rejection concerns or rejection inclinations as a function of the race of the Black man’s friend. Thus, the present experiment provided additional support for rejection concerns as a mechanism facilitating White participants’ intergroup rejection inclinations in addition to offering an example of a simple intervention to facilitate intergroup contact.

### 4. General discussion

As suggested by the Japanese proverb presented at the outset of this manuscript, we often look to a person’s friends for information about a person’s character. The present research suggests we may draw even more from someone’s friendship networks—we may assume someone’s friendship with others who are similar on one dimension (such as race) suggests a lack of interest in friends who are different on that dimension. The present research found White participants were more inclined to reject a Black man and were more likely to anticipate rejection from this Black man when he was featured with a Black, compared to a White, friend (Experiments 1–3). Furthermore, these studies suggest participants’ inclination to reject the Black man was driven by their rejection concerns—that is, the assumption that the Black man featured with a Black friend would have little interest in a friendship or interaction with the White participant. In Experiments 1 and 2, the relationship between the race of the Black man’s friend and participants’ inclination to reject the Black man was mediated by participants’ rejection concerns. Experiment 2 also revealed the Black man’s association with the Black, and not the White, friend drove participants’ rejection concerns. That is, participants found the smiling Black man featured alone or with a White friend as similarly approachable, and significantly more so, compared to when he was featured with a Black friend. In addition, Experiment 2 revealed White participants assumed the Black man featured with a Black friend had fewer White friends compared to when he was featured alone or with a White friend. And, finally, in Experiment 3, a manipulation of rejection concerns moderated participants’ rejection inclinations. When White participants’ rejection concerns were diminished via a social inclusion prime, participants no longer reported differences in their interest in friendship with a Black male target as a function of the race of his friend (White/Black).

These findings complement recent research examining Blacks’ perceptions of Whites’ friendship intentions as a function of Whites’ social networks (Wout, Murphy, & Steele, 2010). Wout and colleagues found that when White targets were featured with only White friends (compared to a more diverse friendship network), Black participants anticipated more challenges during an interaction and expected the White target would perceive them negatively. Together with the present research, these studies demonstrate that both Whites and Blacks are more optimistic about interracial interactions and are more likely to approach interracial interactions when they believe their interaction partner has a diverse friendship network. The present research also adds to these data by demonstrating these effects are at least partially attributable to concerns about being socially rejected and offers a theoretically driven avenue for intervention.

The findings from the present research thus have important theoretical and pragmatic implications. Previous research suggests rejection concerns make intergroup contact particularly stressful (Shelton & Richeson, 2005) and that personal or even vicarious contact with outgroup members can help to reduce these intergroup anxieties (Page-Gould, Mendoza-Denton, & Tropp, 2008; Page-Gould, Mendoza-Denton, Alegre, & Sij, 2010; Wright, Aron, McLaughlin-Volpe, & Ropp, 2010).
rath attitudes this may emerge as a function of perceptions of outgroup members’ majority group members chronically assume outgroup members have such as a Black man’s friendship network, and then infer from this smiling...socially reject a different other, such as a coed who is not in a sorority, nicate via their af...Vorauer, Hunter, Main, & Roy, 2000). This solution, however, is undesirable because solo status can have many negative ramifications. The present research provides an alternative: Inoculating individuals against rejection concerns (concerns that drove reluctance to approach ingroup interaction). That is, when participants were merely asked to recall a time when they felt socially accepted, they were more open to ingroup contact. Future research will benefit from continuing to explore the different strategies that can foster positive ingroup perceptions and smoother ingroup interactions.

Although the present research offers evidence that fear of rejection facilitates reduced interest in ingroup interaction, future research will also benefit from a greater exploration of why minority and majority group members chronically assume outgroup members have little interest in ingroup interaction. The present research suggests this may emerge as a function of perceptions of outgroup members’ racial attitudes—for example, that Whites attune themselves to cues such as a Black man’s friendship network, and then infer from this information whether or not this person likes White people (see also Vorauer, Hunter, Main, & Roy, 2000).

An aspect of the present research that is worth noting is White participants were confronted with outgroup members who were smiling—an expression that typically communicates friendliness and warmth (DeWall, Maner, & Rouby, 2009; Kraut & Johnston, 1979) and tends to reduce threat-responses Whites have to Black targets (Richeson & Trawalter, 2008). However, when smiling Black males were featured with another smiling Black male, White participants’ rejection concerns resurfaced. This suggests that cues of acceptance or rejection may be differentially weighted or interpreted in ingroup, compared to ingroup, interactions and that some cues, such as the social cues explored in the present research, can undermine efforts to communicate friendliness (i.e., smiling). For example, two sorority girls sitting together on a bench, two mothers with their small children, two New Yorkers sharing a meal—all smiling—may communicate via their affiliation with similar others that they are likely to socially reject a different other, such as a coed who is not in a sorority, a woman without a child, a person from South Carolina. Thus, research on acceptance cues in ingroup interactions may not always generalize to ingroup interactions. Future research will benefit from a greater exploration of the contexts in which cues differentially communicate acceptance and rejection in ingroup and ingroup contexts.

The present research suggests friends may communicate more about one’s character than is typically acknowledged. That is, observing a Black man’s Black (compared to White) friend may heighten rejection concerns for a White interaction partner, increasing the White person’s inclination to reject the Black man. However, the present research also suggests that in ingroup interactions, considering the company you keep—reminding yourself about personal experiences of social inclusion—may reduce the weight you place on the company kept by others.
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